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Linguistic alignment between people and computers
Holly P. Branigan *, Martin J. Pickering, Jamie Pearson, Janet F. McLean
Department of Psychology, University of Edinburgh, 7 George Square, Edinburgh EH8 9JZ, United Kingdom
A conversation is a joint activity between interlocutors, whose contributions are tied in with their partners’ contributions
(Clark, 1996). An isolated speaker1 producing a monologue has to work on her own model of what to say, together with
assumptions about the presumed audience. But an interlocutor’s contribution in a dialogue is dependent on prior
contributions by other interlocutors, for instance in response to a question or a request for more information. Importantly,
this dependency relates not only to the content, but also to the form of contributions (Linell, 1998). In this paper we discuss
the mechanisms that might underlie such alignment in interactions between two people, and then consider how these
mechanisms might affect the way in which people interact with computers.2
1. Evidence for alignment in dialogue between people
Dialogue involves the convergence of behavior between interlocutors at many different levels. At non-linguistic levels,
interlocutors imitate each other in many respects, including facial expression (Bavelas et al., 1986) and other indicators of
their emotional states (e.g., Hatfield et al., 1994). But qualitative analyses of repetition in naturalistic corpora (Tannen, 1987),
field experiments (Giles and Powesland, 1975), extensive quantitative studies (e.g., Gries, 2005) and laboratory studies
demonstrate that such convergence is also prevalent at linguistic levels.
In this paper, we say that interlocutors who converge on linguistic behavior have aligned their behavior, and use the term
alignment to refer to such convergence. Thus, two interlocutors who both use sofa to refer to a type of seat are aligned on the
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There is strong evidence that when two people talk to each other, they tend to converge, or
align, on common ways of speaking (e.g., Pickering and Garrod, 2004). In this paper, we
discuss possible mechanisms that might lead to linguistic alignment, contrasting
mechanisms that are encapsulated within the language processing system, and so
unmediated by beliefs about the interlocutor, with mechanisms that are mediated by
beliefs about the interlocutor and that are concerned with considerations of either
communicative success or social affect. We consider how these mechanisms might be
implicated in human–computer interaction (HCI), and then review recent empirical
studies that investigated linguistic alignment in HCI. We argue that there is strong
evidence that alignment occurs in HCI, but that it differs in important ways from that
found in interactions between humans: It is generally stronger and has a larger mediated
component that is concerned with enhancing communicative success.
 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 Wewill use the term speaker to refer to any agent that produces language (whether speech or text), andwill adopt the convention of assuming a female
speaker and a male addressee.
2 We will use the term computer to refer to any artificial system.
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use of that term, whereas two interlocutors who use different terms, such as sofa and couch, are not aligned. However,
alignment strictly refers to interlocutors’ mental representations, not their actual behavior (Pickering and Garrod, 2004; see
Costa et al., 2008). For example, two interlocutors can be aligned on the use of sofa if theywould tend to call such a seat a sofa,
even if one or both of them never actually utters the term.
Some such alignment relates to the formof interlocutors’ contributions. For example, interlocutors tend to align on accent
and speech rate (e.g., Giles et al., 1991), and adopt increasingly similar phonetic realizations of repeatedwords (Pardo, 2006).
Interlocutors also tend to repeat each other in terms of their grammatical choices. Levelt and Kelter (1982) telephoned
(Dutch) shopkeepers and found that they tended to say At 5 o’clock in response to At what time does your shop close?, but
tended to say 5 o’clock in response to What time does your shop close?. Branigan et al. (2000) used a confederate-scripting
paradigm in which participants took turns to describe and match picture cards; one participant was a confederate who
produced descriptions following a script. Branigan et al. found that the naı¨ve participant tended to use the form of utterance
just used by the confederate even when no content words were repeated. For example, they tended to use a ‘‘prepositional
object’’ (PO) form like the pirate giving the book to the swimmer following another prepositional object sentence but a ‘‘double
object’’ (DO) form like the pirate giving the swimmer the book following another double object sentence. Similar alignment
also occurs with other denotationally equivalent but syntactically distinct constructions (Cleland and Pickering, 2003;
Haywood et al., 2005), and even between languages in bilinguals (Hartsuiker et al., 2004). Overall, there is very strong
evidence that interlocutors align their syntactic representations (see Pickering and Ferreira, 2008).
Alignment also occurs at levels of structure related to meaning, in which the choice of one alternative over another is
associatedwith different semantic representations. For example, speakers may align on particular ways of describing spatial
positions. Garrod and Anderson (1987) had pairs of participants play a cooperative maze game, in which they took turns to
describe their positions to each other. There are many different ways to describe one’s position, but participants tended to
align on the same description scheme. For example, if one player said I’m two along, four up, her partner tended to say I’m one
along, five up; whereas if she said I’m at B4, her partner tended to say I’m at A5. These players aligned on a ‘‘path’’ or a
‘‘coordinate’’ description scheme, rather than specific words. They also aligned on the interpretation of these descriptions,
for example treating the origin as the bottom left corner of the maze. Other evidence shows alignment of other aspects of
spatial descriptions, such as the interpretation of left and right (Schober, 1993; Watson et al., 2004).
Perhaps the most extensive evidence for alignment relates to word choice (sometimes called lexical entrainment). For
example, Garrod and Anderson (1987) found that interlocutors used the same expressions, andmoreover that they tended
to interpret words in the same way (e.g., line to mean horizontal row of nodes in the maze). Brennan and Clark (1996) had
directors describe a set of cards depicting common objects to matchers so that they could reconstruct the directors’ array.
One set of trials contained multiple objects from the same category. Directors and matchers settled on subordinate-level
terms to refer to the objects (e.g., pennyloafer), because basic-level terms (e.g., shoe) would not discriminate between these
objects. A subsequent set of trials included one object from each category, so basic-level terms would now be sufficient.
However, participants often continued to use the subordinate terms. Moreover, such effects are partner-specific, so that
speakers will consistently use the same term to a particular interlocutor, and a particular interlocutor will expect the
speaker to use the same term to him, such that he experiences difficulty if the speaker does not consistently use that term
(Metzing and Brennan, 2003). Horton and Gerrig (2005) suggested that such partner-specific effects might fall out of
normalmemory processes, in which interlocutors represent as a conjoint cue information about linguistic expressions and
the person with whom the expression was used, so that the presence of that particular interlocutor activates that
expression.
2. The role of alignment in successful communication
Clearly convergence of both non-linguistic and linguistic behavior is robust and pervasive in dialogue. According to
Pickering and Garrod (2004), such convergence is in fact instrumental in bringing about successful communication. They
argued that interlocutors understand each otherwhen they align theirmodel of the situation under discussion, and that such
alignment is largely the result of alignment at different levels of linguistic representation. Alignment of some levels of
structure clearly corresponds to alignment inways of perceiving theworld. For example, by converging on a path description
scheme, interlocutors in Garrod and Anderson’s (1987) experiment were also converging on a commonway of semantically
representing the maze. Similarly, people who use the same expression to refer to an object or concept are likely to take on
board the same connotations associated with the expression, as is apparent from occasions when adversaries refuse to align
their expressions (e.g., advocates’ use of fetus vs. unborn child; Danet, 1980). It is not surprising, then, that alignment at these
levels is critical to convergence on common situation models. But Pickering and Garrod suggested that alignment of
representations at levels that are notmeaning-based (e.g., syntax, pronunciation) also plays a fundamental role in alignment
of semantic representations. In their account, alignment of each level of linguistic representation enhances alignment at
other levels, so that for example syntactic alignment enhances semantic alignment. Alignment of linguistic representations
at all levels therefore plays a causal role in the attainment of mutual understanding: Failure to align at different levels of
language may result in failure to communicate successfully.
Other researchers have questioned the causal link between alignment and successful communication, specifically the
proposal that alignment at one level of structure leads to alignment at other levels. For example, Garrod and Clark’s (1993)
findings of failures in communication when children aligned at a lexical level but failed to align at a semantic level suggest
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that lexical alignment does not always result in semantic alignment, and more generally that alignment need not lead to
communicative success.
3. What mechanisms underlie alignment?
Although it is uncontroversial that behaviors leading to alignment are pervasive in interactions between humans, more
than one mechanism has been proposed to account for these behaviors. Wewill focus below onmechanisms that have been
proposed with respect to linguistic alignment.
3.1. Alignment as an unmediated mechanism
One approach to alignment appeals to the priming of representations and processes that are not affected by
extralinguistic information. Extensive research has shown that linguistic processing at many levels is strongly influenced
by prior processing of relatedmaterial. For example, interpreting pennyloafer requires activating the pennyloafer lexical entry
(e.g., Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971); processing a sentence using the PO construction requires activating the grammatical
rule or rules associated with that construction (Branigan et al., 2000). Standard accounts of language processing assume that
activation of such representations or processes does not decay immediately, and the persistent activation increases the
likelihood that the comprehender will subsequently use the associated linguistic form (e.g., Pickering and Branigan, 1998).
The activation from comprehension and the effects of activation on subsequent behavior are necessary consequences of the
architecture of the language processor. Such priming is not mediated by the speaker’s beliefs about her interlocutor.Wewill
therefore term these mechanisms unmediated mechanisms.
An unmediated component to alignmentwould be consistentwith the evidence that interlocutorsmay be almost entirely
unaware that alignment has taken place (Pickering and Garrod, 2004). It almost always arises without explicit negotiation,
and on those occasions where speakers do explicitly negotiate a term to use, they frequently end up aligning on a different
expression (Garrod and Anderson, 1987). Furthermore, speakers are usually unaware of aligning with a conversational
partner. Post-experimental debriefing has shown that speakers very rarely notice alignment of form; they sometimes,
though not frequently, report awareness of alignment at levels related to meaning. At phonological and acoustic levels
alignment can occur very rapidly and seems largely resource-free (Fowler et al., 2003), with listeners activating appropriate
muscles in the tongue while listening to speech but not during non-speech (Fadiga et al., 2002; see also Watkins and Paus,
2004). Additionally, speakers that shadow spoken words produce more faithful imitations of the original when they speak
more rapidly (Goldinger, 1998). Evidence from language acquisition is also consistent with a strong unmediated component
to alignment: Children show a stronger tendency to align than adults under at least some circumstances; notably, they align
linguistic form even when this leads to misunderstanding, such as using the same term with different reference (e.g., using
square tomean different things; Garrod and Clark, 1993). Garrod and Clark used such evidence to propose that children align
as their default behavior, and that part of becoming a mature language user involves learning to suppress the tendency
towards alignment when necessary.
3.2. Alignment as audience design
Pickering and Garrod (2004) suggested that alignment in dialogue is largely based upon unmediated mechanisms,
primarily because of the cognitive economy that they offer, since they do not require the speaker to model her interlocutor.
But there are also good reasonswhywemight expect repetition to bemediated by a speaker’s beliefs, so that a speakermight
choose to use a particular expression because she believes that it is the appropriate expression to use for that particular
interlocutor. Most obviously, speakers might choose to use expressions that they believe will enhance communicative
success, in a process of audience design (Bell, 1984). For example, if a speaker has a choice of two terms, she may choose
whichever term she believes her interlocutor is most likely to understand.
Clark (1996) suggested that speakersmake use of two types of evidencewhen assessingwhat their interlocutor is likely to
know, and hence to understand. The first is evidence about the cultural communities (i.e., cultural groups, systems or
networks), to which the speaker believes that the addressee belongs. For example, if the speaker believes that her
interlocutor is a fellow native of Edinburgh, she may assume that the interlocutor has access to certain specialized
knowledge about local geography, and somay use a proper name to refer to a particular landmark (e.g., The Scott Monument),
whereas if the speaker believes that her interlocutor is a visitor from a different city, she may tend to use a longer and more
detailed description (The tall pointy monument that looks like Thunderbird 2). Experimental studies show that speakers
accordingly tailor the content of their utterances to match their a priori assumptions about the social distribution of
knowledge, for example the fact that students are more likely to be familiar with film stars than with industrialists (Fussell
and Krauss, 1992).
Moreover, such beliefs can affect the form of speakers’ utterances, as well as their content. For example, beliefs about the
linguistic competence of the addressee may cause the speaker to speak more slowly or to use less complex syntax to a non-
native speaker than when addressing another native speaker (Ferguson, 1975). Such effects underline the fact that speakers’
beliefs about their interlocutors’ communitymembership include beliefs about the speech community towhich they belong,
and so their linguistic knowledge: what sorts of linguistic representations are available to them. In these cases, the speaker
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draws upon her beliefs about what a member of the community to which she believes her addressee belongs is likely to
know.
The second type of evidence to which the speaker may make reference is her own direct personal experience with that
interlocutor. The speaker may assume that she shares certain perceptual experiences with her interlocutor, or may refer to
the language that she and her interlocutor have already used. If she has used the term chair to refer to an object, and her
interlocutor appears to have understood it, then she may assume that this is a good term to use: I believe you understand
expression X because you have already given evidence that you understand expression X. Similarly, if her interlocutor has used to
the word chair to refer to the same object, she may again assume that this is a good term to use: I believe you understand
expression X because I have already seen you produce expression X. Both beliefs would encourage her to re-use the expression.
This may explain Bortfeld and Brennan’s (1997) finding that native speakers of English tended to align with non-native
speakers’ use of highly unidiomatic expressions (e.g., The chair that can go back and forth to refer to a rocking chair) when the
non-native speaker gave evidence of difficulties in comprehending.
Direct personal evidence, through the content or form of the interlocutors’ contributions, can also dynamically affect
speakers’ beliefs about their interlocutors’ community membership (and hence presumed knowledge), such as an
interlocutor’s comment that he is from Manchester, his accent, or his apparent failure to understand a particular term (e.g.,
Isaacs and Clark, 1987). Throughout a dialogue, then, speakers may continually be adjusting their beliefs about their
interlocutors, and this adjustment may be very rapid. In the case of Bortfeld and Brennan’s (1997) participants, a non-native
speaker’s failure to understand the term rocking chair might lead a native speaker to adjust her beliefs about the sorts of
linguistic expressions that he might understand, as well as causing her to align with his choice of term.
Mechanisms that make reference to beliefs about the interlocutor would serve to enhance the likelihood that the content
of the speaker’s message would be correctly understood, and would therefore increase the likelihood of communication
being successful. Suchmechanisms are plausibly implicated in alignment of aspects of language associated with differences
in meaning (e.g., lexical choice). But we might expect such a mediated component to be relatively less important in normal
dialogue between two adult native speakers than the unmediated priming-based component, because there are no obvious
reasons why communication should be unsuccessful, and because such modelling of the interlocutor is cognitively costly
(e.g., Horton and Keysar, 1996).
3.3. Alignment for social affect
The repeated use of expressionsmight also serve a different strategic purpose, related to the social relationships between
the participants in the interaction. Speakers might repeat their interlocutors’ choice of expressions in order to increase the
interlocutor’s positive feelings towards the speaker. Speakers might also repeat expressions as an expression of affiliation
with the interlocutor: Because they have positive feelings towards their interlocutors, they want to behave like them
(irrespective of whether this will cause the interlocutors to feel positively towards them in return). Certainly there is now a
large body of evidence that the ways in which speakers align with each other is influenced by social factors such as power
relationships, community membership and so on (see Giles et al., 1991, for discussion). More generally, alignment may be
subserved by social norms relating to interaction, such as the principle of reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960).
Critically, many studies have demonstrated that repeating an interlocutor’s behavior in dialogue has affective
consequences.With respect to non-verbal behavior, Chartrand and Bargh (1999) demonstrated that confederateswere rated
more favorably by their interlocutors when they mimicked the posture and movements of the interlocutor than when they
did not, even when the interlocutor was not aware of the mimicry (see also Lakin and Chartrand, 2003). Similarly, Maurer
and Tindall (1983) found that counselors who mimicked the body postures of their clients were rated as more empathetic.
Comparable effects are found with respect to alignment of language. For example, speakers who converge with respect to
breadth of vocabulary (Bradac et al., 1988) are judged more favorably than those who do not. Such positive affect can have
very tangible consequences: van Baaren et al. (2003) found that waitresses received larger tips when they repeated their
customers’ orders exactly than when they paraphrased them. Furthermore, the positive affect extends beyond the specific
interaction. People who have been mimicked display greater prosocial behavior (e.g., helpfulness and generosity) towards
other people who were not involved in the mimicry interaction (van Baaren et al., 2004). van Baaren et al. (2004) therefore
suggested that imitating each other’s behavior may therefore have an evolutionary basis, in that mimicry has the function of
acting as ‘social glue’ that helps to strengthen social bonds (see also Lakin et al., 2003).
We might therefore expect that speakers’ choice of expressions reflects social factors. If an interlocutor has already used
the term chair, for example, the speaker may be conventionally expected to use the same term; using an alternative term
would be impolite, as it would imply that the interlocutor’s choice of term was in some way inappropriate or wrong, and
might result in the interlocutor experiencing negative affect towards the speaker. The speaker would therefore use an
expression if the interlocutor has already used that expression because it is polite and likely to cause positive affect.
3.4. Alignment from multiple components
Althoughmost investigations of alignment and imitation effects tend to adopt one or other of these approaches to explain
their findings, these different types of explanation are of course not mutually exclusive: Alignment in a particular context
may have both unmediated and mediated components. For example, unmediated alignment might occur alongside
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mediated alignment that is designed to enhance communicative effectiveness, just as unmediated alignment may occur
alongside audience design concerned with the avoidance of syntactic ambiguity (Haywood et al., 2005). The balance
between these distinct components might differ between communicative contexts. For example, strategic components may
play a greater role in contexts where effective communication is particularly important or there are reasons to believe that it
may not be successful, for example because one participant has a lower level of linguistic competence than the other (see
Costa et al., 2008). Equally, the different components might affect alignment at some levels of structure more than at others.
For example, in the sameway that levels of structure associated with differences in meaning appear to bemore amenable to
audience design effects, they might also be more amenable to strategic alignment effects that are mediated by beliefs.
4. Why study alignment in human–computer interaction?
So far we have considered the evidence for alignment in interactions between humans, and the possible components that
might underlie these effects. We now consider whether alignment might also occur in interactions between humans and
computers, and the way in which any such effects might manifest themselves. These are important issues for two reasons.
First, the increasing place of technology, and in particular the emergence and rapid development of natural language
interfaces to dialogue systems, mean that dialogues between people and artificial systems are becoming a part of everyday
life (e.g., Nass and Moon, 2000). Investigating the characteristics of such dialogues will help our understanding of how
human–computer interaction works and will aid the development of robust naturalistic systems. It may also elucidate
potential limits on human–computer interaction: If alignment is critical for effective communication, as Pickering and
Garrod (2004) argued, but alignment does not occur (or only occurs to a restricted extent) in HCI, then this would imply that
HCI is inherently a less effective context for communication than dialogue between humans.
Additionally, studying alignment in HCImay cast light on alignment phenomena in general, and hence inform ourmodels
of dialogue. In particular, as we shall see below, studies of alignment in HCI can clarify the extent to which alignment is
mediated in someway by beliefs. In normal dialogue, it is very difficult to control all of the various parameters that might be
relevant to alignment. But HCI makes it possible to manipulate beliefs independently of other aspects of the interaction, so
that a situation can be established inwhich a speaker believes she is carrying out a task by interactingwith another person or
with an artificial system that is able to perform the task but is in other respects clearly not human, and inwhich the behavior
that she encounters under either scenario is identical. By examining the extent towhich speakers align under different belief
conditionswhen the interlocutors’ actual behavior is held constant, it is possible to isolate the contribution that beliefsmake
to alignment, and moreover to investigate the factors that may underlie the establishment and revision of these beliefs.
5. How might alignment occur in HCI?
We can make very different predictions about alignment effects in interactions between humans and computers,
depending on the mechanisms that we assume to be operative. If only the unmediated component is relevant, then
alignment should be determined by the behavior of the interlocutor and should be unaffected by the speaker’s beliefs about
that interlocutor. In contrast, if alignment is underpinned by mediated mechanisms, then speakers should align to a greater
or lesser extent depending on the extent to which they believe their interlocutor to be able to benefit communicatively or to
be an agent that can experience social affect. As for dialogues between humans, it is possible that there are both unmediated
and mediated components of alignment in HCI.
We can identify two aspects to alignment in HCI, reflecting the two directions of communication: the computer’s
contributions directed towards the user, and the user’s contributions directed towards the computer. The first aspect
therefore relates to computers that align with a human user’s contributions, and how such computers affect the user. The
second aspect relates to humans’ alignment with a computer’s contributions.
5.1. Effects of alignment by computers
Unmediated mechanisms of alignment would affect speakers’ linguistic behavior when interacting with a computer that
aligns with their previous utterances. This is because such alignment by a computer would cause a ‘spiraling’ effect, in which
the computer’s use of an expression would reinforce the activation of that expression in the speaker, leading her to use that
expression again in her turn (Branigan et al., 2005). For example, when a speaker uses the term couch, it activates the relevant
mental representation. If a computer subsequently aligns with the speaker and so uses that term in its own contribution, the
speaker’s mental representation, here the lexical entry for couch, will become even more highly activated by the act of
comprehending it. But there is no reason to believe that unmediated mechanisms of alignment would be implicated in how
people feel about systems that align with them. It should be irrelevant to the speaker whether or not the system has
previously aligned with her.
In contrast, mediated mechanisms that make reference to beliefs about social factors would lead the speaker to behave
differently towards computers that align with her than to systems that do not align. In terms of their linguistic behavior,
speakers might be more likely to align with a computer that has aligned with them than with one that has not, because of
reciprocity effects (as we discuss in section 5.2.1). Speakers should also feel more positive affect when interacting with a
computer that aligns with them than with one that does not. Note that such emotions are determined purely with respect to
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the user (because it is the userwho experiences positive affect); they do not depend upon the characteristics of the computer,
specifically whether it is perceived as a social agent that can itself experience positive affect.
5.2. Alignment with computers
5.2.1. Does alignment with computers occur?
A potentially more interesting question concerns humans’ alignment with computers’ contributions. Here we can make
varying predictions with respect to both the existence and the magnitude of alignment, depending on the component
processes that are involved. Most fundamentally, the different components differ with respect to whether they would cause
people to show alignment with a computer. Mechanisms that lead to alignment through automatic priming of
representations and processes might be influenced by considerations internal to the language processing system, for
example baseline preferences for the relevant expression. This would be consistent with evidence that highly dispreferred
syntactic structures may not be primed (Pickering et al., 2002). In that case wemight expect that speakers would not align if
the computer produced highly dispreferred expressions. However, they should not be affected by beliefs about the
interlocutor, and hence alignment should occur whenever a speaker is exposed to (and attends to) a particular linguistic
expression, irrespective of whether that expression appears to come from a person or a computer.
A component of alignment that involves the mediation of beliefs would cause alignment in these circumstances only if
the speaker holds particular beliefs about her interlocutor. If the relevant mechanisms are associated with a strategy of
communicative enhancement, speakers should align with a computer if they believe that the computer can benefit
communicatively from it; for example, they may align with its choice of name for an object if they believe that it can
understand that termbut not another. This component of alignmentwould cause speakers to alignwith a computer’s use of a
dispreferred or infelicitous expression – overcoming their normal linguistic preferences – if they believed that this was
necessary for successful communication, in the same way that a speaker may align with another person in the use of a
strongly dispreferred or even inaccurate term in order to communicate successfully (e.g., aligning with a non-native
speaker’s use of wheel to mean tire; Bortfeld and Brennan, 1997). Hence with respect to this component, the important
question is whether people believe that computers can benefit from such adaptations. Certainly speakers do adapt their
utterances when addressing a computer in ways that are most straightforwardly construed as an attempt to produce more
comprehensible utterances; for example, they produce hyperarticulated, slower and louder speech (Oviatt et al., 1998). Such
adaptation appears similar to native speaker adaptation to non-native speaker addressees (Ferguson, 1975).
A component that is concernedwith social affect, on the other hand, makes reference to beliefs about computers as social
agents: Speakers might align with a computer’s use of language to the extent that they believe it to be a social agent that is
capable of experiencing affect. For example, a speakermight alignwith a computer’s name for an object because she believes
that it would be impolite in some sense to use an alternative term. Alternatively, speakers might align with a computer’s use
of language because they feel an affiliation with the computer and hence wish to emulate it as an expression of their
affiliation.
It seems surprising to suggest that speakers might experience such beliefs with respect to such an obviously inanimate
and non-sentient entity as a computer, particularly in situations where the non-humanness of the computer is emphasised.
Yet there is increasing evidence to suggest that people might hold these beliefs with respect to computers in aspects of their
behavior other than alignment. Substantial research has shown that people treat computers as social agents, and as such
automatically respond to social cues from them (e.g., Reeves and Nass, 1996); for example, they attribute social
characteristics such as personality towards computers (Nass et al., 1995).Moreover, they display behavior towards themas if
they were social agents. Nass et al. (1999) showed that people conform to politeness norms when interacting with
computers, for example in avoiding direct criticism. Similarly, Fogg and Nass (1997) found that people display reciprocity
effects towards computers, performing more and better work for computers that had helped them on a previous task. They
also show affiliation effects, rating more highly and as more similar to themselves a computer with which they had to work
interdependently to perform a task than a computer with which they did not have to work (Nass et al., 1996). All of these
effects would lead us to expect alignment in HCI if alignment arises from considerations of social affect.
5.2.2. How strong is alignment with computers?
The different components of alignment vary not only inwhether theywould lead to the existence of any alignment in HCI;
they also vary in the magnitude of any such effects that they might cause. An unmediated component causes alignment
through the activation of linguistic representations and/or processes. Variations in alignment caused by the unmediated
component would be due entirely to variations in the encapsulated linguistic system of the speaker. Assuming that people
attend to a computer interlocutor to the same extent as they attend to a human interlocutor, we might expect comparable
alignment in HCI as in normal human dialogue. Such alignment should occur irrespective of the behavior of the interlocutor
with respect to signalling understanding or failure to understand.
A mediated component to alignment would also lead to variations in alignment, but these would be tied to differences in
the beliefs that the speaker held about their computer interlocutor. For example, a component associated with
communicative enhancement would cause speakers to align more strongly with a computer that they believed would
benefit more from alignment than with one that they believed would not benefit so strongly. The critical factors in
determining the magnitude of alignment would therefore be those factors that underlie beliefs about the determinants of
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communicative success, such as factors governing beliefs about the general or specifically linguistic capability of their
interlocutor. In this respect, wemight expect more alignment with a computer interlocutor than with a human interlocutor,
assuming that humans are generally believed to be more capable than computers in the domain of communication. If those
beliefs are dynamically updated in the light of feedback from the interlocutor, as in human dialogue (e.g., Isaacs and Clark,
1987), then speakersmight alignwith a computer to a comparable extent as with a human, if the computer gives feedback of
understanding.
Conversely, a component thatwasmediated by considerations of social affectwould cause alignment to vary according to
the speaker’s desire to bring about positive social affect or to affiliate. In that case, the factors that influence themagnitude of
alignmentwould be those factors that influence the desirability of social affect or affiliation, for example the extent to which
the speaker perceives the interlocutor as being of greater social importance. Depending on beliefs, we might expect
comparable alignment in HCI and human dialogue (if computers are seen as social agents of comparable importance to
humans), or less alignment in HCI than in human dialogue (if computers are seen as inferior social agents compared to
humans). There is however no reason to expect that computers should be seen as superior social agents to humans, and
hence no reason to expect stronger alignment to computers under this account.
Just as in dialogue between humans, more than one component of alignment might be operative in the same interaction,
and furthermore different levels of alignment might be susceptible to different influences. Hence it is possible that HCI
involves both unmediated and mediated elements, and that the relative strength of these components in a particular
interaction might depend upon the particular characteristics of the communicative context (e.g., features of the computer)
and the level of linguistic structure under investigation. In particular, we might expect goal-directed (mediated) effects to
manifest themselves more strongly in contexts where successful communication is at a premium or is in some way
endangered, and at levels of structure related to meaning (which are more critical to successful communication and more
open to conscious decision-making); in contrast, unmediated effects might manifest themselves more strongly when
successful communication is not critical or is not under threat, and at levels of structure less related to meaning.
6. Empirical evidence of alignment in HCI
6.1. Evidence of effects of alignment by computers
There has been a recent surge of interest in alignment effects in HCI. Some studies have been concerned with the effects
on communication when computers align with their human user. Together, they provide evidence that alignment by a
computer induces social affect in a human interlocutor. With respect to non-linguistic alignment, Bailenson and Yee (2005)
found that participants rated more positively an animated computer agent that mimicked their head movements than one
that did not, much as humans who mimic the body posture of their interlocutors are rated more highly by them (e.g.,
Chartrand and Bargh, 1999). Moreover, people are sensitive to the dynamic process of alignment: Moon and Nass (1996)
demonstrated that participants rated more highly a computer system when its manifested personality altered during the
interaction to be more aligned to their own than when it manifested the same (aligned) personality throughout the
interaction.
More relevantly, comparable effects have been found for linguistic alignment. Nass and Lee (2001) investigated the
effects of alignment of personality, as indexed by four acoustic features (intensity, fundamental frequency, frequency range
and speech rate) in a speech-based dialogue system that presented participants with book reviews. Nass and Lee
manipulated whether participants interacted with a computer whose synthesized voice manifested a personality that was
aligned with their own personality in terms of introversion vs. extroversion. For example, the ‘extrovert’ had a higher
volume, fundamental frequency, frequency range, and speech rate—all characteristics associated with judgments of
extroversion. Nass and Lee found that participants liked voices thatmatched their own personalitymore than voices that did
not. Similarly,Ward and Nakagawa (2002) found that speakers rated a telephony system that alignedwith their speech rates
more favourably than a system that did not. Just as alignment by a human interlocutor causes people to rate that interlocutor
more positively, then, so alignment by a computer induces positive affect towards that computer. These results accord with
the evidence that people treat computers as social agents and respond appropriately to their social cues (Nass and Moon,
2000).
6.2. Evidence of alignment with computers
Other research has been concerned with the second aspect of alignment in HCI, namely the question of whether humans
spontaneously align with computers.
6.2.1. Do speakers align with computers?
Much of this research has examined alignment with respect to the acoustic-prosodic properties of utterances. The
research has yielded consistent evidence that speakers align with a computer interlocutor at these levels of structure. Bell
et al. (2003) investigated whether speakers adapted their speech rate when they interacted with an animated character in a
simulated spoken dialogue system; in fact, they used a ‘Wizard of Oz’ paradigm, in which a human experimenter pretended
to be the ‘computer’. They manipulated whether the system produced feedback with a fast or slow speech rate. They found
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that speakers adapted their speech rate to align with that of the computer, producing slow speech in response to the ‘slow
computer’ and fast speech in response to the ‘fast computer’. Interestingly, this tendency varied according to the system’s
overall behavior: Speakers speeded up less with a ‘fast computer’ when it appeared to be having difficulty comprehending
their contributions, and slowed down less with a ‘slow computer’ when it appeared to be handling their contributions
successfully. So speakers were sensitive to the feedback that they received, and appeared to adjust the magnitude of their
alignment accordingly.
In a series of experiments, Oviatt et al. (2004) examined whether children’s speech aligns with that of a computer
interlocutor. Children interacted with a series of animated personae, whose synthesized voices varied in their acoustic
properties. They found that children consistently aligned with their animated interlocutor along several different
dimensions, including amplitude and pause structure. Such adaptations occurred bidirectionally and dynamically: Children
rapidly adapted their speech to align with that of their current interlocutor, for example inserting more pauses when
interacting with an ‘introverted’ interlocutor but then inserting fewer pauses when subsequently interacting with an
‘extroverted’ interlocutor, evenwithin the same conversation. As in human dialogue, then, speakersmay adapt rapidly to the
behavior of a computer interlocutor. More recent work found that adult speakers showed prosodic alignment with a
computer interlocutor (Suzuki and Katagiri, 2007).
We can therefore conclude that alignment of at least some aspects of language occurs in HCI, and so that a robust and
pervasive feature of human dialogues also characterizes HCI to at least some extent. These findings are reassuring in the
respect that if alignment is critical to communicative success, HCI is not thereby doomed to communicative failure. But these
findings relate to one particular aspect of language. Does alignment also occur in HCI for other levels of structure, and in
particular for thosemore closely related tomeaning (and sowhichmight bemore important for successful communication)?
Studying such levels of structure might also cast light on the relative contribution of the different potential components of
alignment. Although findings of alignment to acoustic-prosodic properties of a computer show that alignment is not
dependent on social considerations that apply only to human beings, they do not elucidate whether alignment in HCI is
primarily or solely associated with unmediated linguistic mechanisms.
Brennan (1996) reported two experiments that examined lexical alignment in HCI using a Wizard of Oz paradigm.
Participants carried out a database query task; on some turns, the ‘computer’ used a different term to refer to the entity that
the participant had just referred to. Half of the time, the ‘computer’ explicitly queried the participant’s choice of term and
offered the other term as an alternative; the rest of the time, it merely responded using the other term. The participant
subsequently had to refer to the same entity, either immediately afterwards or after a delay. Brennan found that speakers
tended to adopt the ‘computer’s’ lexical choice after the computer had queried their own choice. But strikingly, they also
aligned with the computer lexically 25–80% of the time (depending on condition) when the computer had not queried their
term. In both cases, alignment persisted across several intervening references to other objects. These results suggest that
alignment in HCI occurs for meaning-related levels of structure. They demonstrate that such effects are persistent and
moreover that they can override the normal convention that an initial expression that has been understood and
acknowledged to be understood by an addressee will continue to be used by both interlocutors for the remainder of the
interaction (Brennan and Clark, 1996; Metzing and Brennan, 2003).
6.2.2. To what extent do speakers align with computers?
In all of the studies above, the key issue of interest was whether alignment occurs in HCI. More recent studies have
explored how much alignment occurs in HCI, and has compared the magnitudes of alignment in HCI versus normal
human dialogue. Research of this type offers a more powerful way of addressing the question of which component
processes are most relevant to alignment in HCI, and indeed to alignment in dialogue as a whole. One difficulty with
comparing alignment in HCI with alignment in interactions between humans is that there are a number of factors that
might influence participants’ behavior. For example, the very presence of a computer in the communicative context
might be relevant to people’s behavior. A convincing way of solving this problem is to use a paradigm in which all
aspects of the interaction are kept the same across conditions except for participants’ beliefs about the nature of their
interlocutor. This can be achieved either by using a Wizard of Oz paradigm in which the interlocutor is always a person
who pretends to be a computer or a person, depending on condition; or by using what we will term a reverse Wizard of
Oz paradigm, where the interlocutor is always a computer that is presented to the participants as a computer or a
person. In this paradigm, it is possible to control exactly the behavior (linguistic and otherwise) of the interlocutor so
that participants always experience the same behavior from their interlocutor; hence any differences in the participants’
behavior when interacting with the interlocutor can only be attributed to differences in their beliefs about their
interlocutor.
Using a Wizard of Oz paradigm, Brennan (1991) had participants use a keyboard to ask for information from an
interlocutor. Participantswere told either that theywere interacting via a keyboardwith another person (whichwewill refer
to as computer-mediated interaction, or CMI) or with a computer (HCI). In fact, their interlocutor was always a human who
produced scripted responses. Some aspects of participants’ contributions differed between conditions. For example,
speakers produced fewer personal pronouns and fewer acknowledgements when they believed theywere interactingwith a
computer. However, they did not differ with respect to alignment at the level of contribution length: In both the CMI andHCI
conditions, people produced short questionswhen their interlocutor produced short answers, and long questionswhen their
interlocutor produced long answers. This alignment occurred over the duration of the dialogue. At the beginning of the
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dialogue, speakers produced longer contributions in the CMI condition and shorter contributions in the HCI condition. But by
the second half of the dialogue, there was no difference in contribution length across interlocutor conditions; contribution
length was affected only by the interlocutor’s response style. Brennan suggested that this showed effects of expectations
about the interlocutor (in this case, she suggested, what kinds of linguistic structures the computer could process) and
politeness considerations, combined with alignment behavior. In her study, speakers’ choice of style was more strongly
affected by alignment than by their initial model of the interlocutor.
A recent series of studies has similarly investigated syntactic and lexical alignment in HCI with alignment in CMI
conditions using the reverseWizard of Oz paradigm (Branigan et al., 2003, 2004; Pearson et al., 2006a). All the studies used a
modified version of Branigan et al.’s (2000) confederate-scripting paradigm. Participants were led to believe that they were
playing a picture-matching and -describing game with an interlocutor in another room via a networked computer terminal,
interactingwith their unseen interlocutor by typing. On alternate turns, participants described visually presented pictures so
that their interlocutor could choose a matching picture, or received descriptions from their interlocutor that matched one of
two pictures presented on-screen. Participants believed that they were interacting with either a computer or a human
interlocutor, but in fact always interacted with a computer program that produced scripted utterances.
Branigan et al. (2003) investigated how a priori beliefs about an interlocutor affected syntactic alignment. Participants
typed descriptions of depicted events for their interlocutor, and in return received descriptions allegedly from their
interlocutor tomatch to pictures presented on-screen. Some of these described ditransitive events. Branigan et al. examined
how the syntactic structure of the interlocutor’s description (PO vs. DO) affected the syntactic structure that participants
produced immediately subsequently to describe an unrelated event involving three entities. They found that participants
tended to align with the structure that their interlocutor had just produced, as in the following example of an interaction
between the interlocutor and a participant on an experimental trial:
Interlocutor: the chef handing the swimmer the jug [Prime description, DO structure]
Participant: the pirate showing the sailor the cake [Target description, DO structure]
This tendency to align occurred whether the verb in the interlocutor’s descriptions and the verb in the participant’s
subsequent descriptionswere the same or different, but it was strongerwhen the verbwas repeated thanwhen it was not, as
in earlier studies of human dialogue (Branigan et al., 2000). However, alignmentwas affected by the perceived identity of the
interlocutor. When the interlocutor’s description and the participant’s description involved different verbs, alignment
occurred to the same extent for ‘human’ and ‘computer’ interlocutors. Hence, participants aligned linguistically with what
they believed to be a computer, and the strength of this alignmentwas broadly comparablewith the alignment that occurred
when participants believed themselves to be communicating with another person. By contrast, when the interlocutor’s
description and the participant’s description involved the same verb, there was greater alignment to a ‘computer’ than to a
‘human’ interlocutor.
These results suggest that syntactic alignment processes in typed dialogue involving no other visible interlocutors are
broadly similar to alignment processes in dialogue between co-present interlocutors who use speech to communicate. More
interestingly, however, the results help to elucidate the relative contributions of unmediated and mediated mechanisms of
alignment in these contexts. The finding of comparable alignment to both ‘computer’ and ‘human’ interlocutors when the
verb was not repeated can be explained in terms of an unmediated component to alignment, in which alignment is
automatically triggered (for example through residual activation or implicit learning; Chang et al., 2006; Pickering and
Branigan, 1998) whenever a speaker is exposed to an expression with particular linguistic features.
But the greater alignment to ‘computer’ than ‘human’ interlocutors when the verb was repeated suggests the influence
of an additional mediated component that is sensitive to beliefs about the interlocutor. In this case, such a component
appears to be primarily associated with communicative enhancement and not social affect. Alignment based on social
factors such as reciprocity or politeness should have occurred in the sameway in the ‘computer’ condition as in the ‘human’
condition if the ‘computer’were treated as a social agent comparable to the ‘human’, or to a lesser extent if itwere treated as
an inferior social agent. But Branigan et al. (2003) found more alignment in the ‘computer’ condition. This is most
straightforwardly explained in terms of a strategy to enhance communication according to beliefs about the ability of the
interlocutor.
Such a strategy does not appear to be wholly implicit, as stronger alignment with a ‘computer’ was only found
when the verb was repeated. Repetition of the verb, together with the use of typed responses in which their utterance
was visible on-screen, may have made participants more aware of the differences between the PO and DO constructions,
allowing participants to choose to align or not. So it is possible that beliefs about an interlocutor affect alignment
only when speakers are aware (to at least some extent) that a strategy of alignment is available. Branigan et al.’s (2003)
results therefore suggest that alignment in HCI contexts may be influenced by beliefs about interlocutors’ ability and a
desire to enhance communicative success; if there is an effect of social affect, then it must be much smaller by
comparison.
Converging evidence comes from a further study that investigated lexical alignment. Branigan et al. (2004) used the same
experimental paradigm as Branigan et al. (2003), but this time participants named single objects rather than events. These
objects had one highly preferred name (e.g., bench) and one highly dispreferred but acceptable name (e.g., seat), established
by a pre-test. In one experiment, participants received either the highly preferred name or the highly dispreferred but
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acceptable name from their interlocutor, and then had to name the same object for their interlocutor on a subsequent turn, as
in the following interaction:
Interlocutor: seat [Target object, dispreferred name]
Participant: owl [Filler]
Interlocutor: button [Filler]
Participant: seat [Target object, dispreferred name]
In a further experiment, participants had to name the object on two turns (and as expected always used the preferred name)
before receiving either the highly preferred or the highly dispreferred name from their interlocutor; they then had to name
the same object again. By initially naming the object twice, participants established a strong precedent for both interlocutors
to use that namewithin the interaction; for the interlocutor to use a different term could therefore be construed as impolite.
Under these circumstances, one might expect participants to be less likely to subsequently align with their interlocutor,
particularly on the use of a highly dispreferred term. In both experiments, Branigan et al. examined whether participants
used the same name as their interlocutor or the alternative name.
Both experiments found lexical alignment to both ‘computer’ and ‘human’ interlocutors. However, participants were
considerablymore likely to alignwhen they believed that theywere interactingwith a computer. For example, in the second
experiment, participants broke their own precedent and aligned on a dispreferred term 67% of the time when interacting
with a ‘computer’ but only 15% of the time when interacting with a ‘human’. These results demonstrate that lexical
alignment occurs in HCI. They also provide evidence that – like syntactic alignment – such alignment is influenced by beliefs
about an interlocutor.
Note that these beliefs were independent of the interlocutor’s actual behavior, as the ‘computer’ and ‘human’ interlocutor
displayed identical behavior throughout. Moreover, this behavior consistently demonstrated to the participant that
communication was always occurring successfully. Participants always received visual feedback on-screen that their
interlocutor had correctly understood their description; for example, if they had typed bench, they would see a visual
confirmation that the ‘computer’ or ‘human’ interlocutor had correctly chosen that object in response to their description. In
particular, when participants had to name an object for the third time in the second experiment, they had already twice
received evidence that the interlocutor understood their original choice of name. Yet they still overwhelmingly repeated the
name that their interlocutor had just used, even if it was highly dispreferred, when they believed they were interacting with
a computer.
From this finding we can conclude that alignment can be a very strong influence in HCI, overriding both strong linguistic
preferences, and reciprocity and politeness norms. The finding that speakers aligned to a considerably greater degree when
they believed they were interacting with a computer than with a person converges with Branigan et al.’s (2003) results in
suggesting that social affect plays a relatively weak role in alignment in HCI and that considerations of communicative
success play a larger role. Furthermore, the beliefs that mediated alignment in Branigan et al.’s (2004) study appeared to be
based on a priori assumptions about the likely capability of a computer, and were not apparently updated during the
interaction on the basis of direct evidence. This contrasts with evidence fromdialogue between humans, which suggests that
speakers are highly sensitive to the feedback that they receive from their interlocutors and update their model of the
interlocutor dynamically. For example, Pearson et al. (2006b) used the same experimental paradigmas Branigan et al. (2004),
but told participants that their interlocutorwas another person. In one condition, theywere told that their interlocutorwas a
native speaker of English; in the other, they were told that their interlocutor was a non-native speaker. Pearson et al. found
thatwhen participants received no feedback about communicative success, they showedmore lexical alignmentwith a ‘non-
native’ than with a ‘native’ interlocutor. This is consistent with themmaking a priori assumptions about the likely (limited)
linguistic capability of a non-native speaker. But when participants received concurrent feedback that communication was
successful, and specifically that their own initial choice of name for an object had been understood (exactly as in Branigan
et al., 2004), they showed the same level of alignment with a ‘non-native’ speaker as with a ‘native’ speaker. This suggests
that they used feedback dynamically to update their model of their human interlocutor’s capability.
6.2.3. What can affect the magnitude of alignment in HCI?
But what factors affect the setting of such a priori expectations in HCI? We noted in Section 3.2 that in interactions
between people, speakers draw a variety of inferences about their interlocutor based on assumptions about community
membership, which may themselves be based on features such as appearance, accent and so on. Do analogous factors affect
people’s beliefs about computers in a way that would influence their propensity to align with them? Pearson et al. (2006a)
investigated this question using the same method as Branigan et al. (2004). In their study participants were always led to
believe that they were interacting with a computer (i.e., there was no human-interlocutor condition). Pearson et al.
examined whether participants would generate different expectations about the computer on the basis of aspects of the
interface design thatwere unrelated to its actual functioning.When participants arrived for the experiment, theywere asked
to wait while the system booted up. During this time, they saw a start-up screen. Participants saw one of two versions: a
‘Basic’ version that displayed the term Basic version, bore a 1987-dated copyright, and displayed a fictional computer
magazine review stressing its limited features but cheap price and value for money; or an ‘Advanced’ version that displayed
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the term Advanced version: Professional edition, bore a current-year copyright, and displayed a fictional computer magazine
review stressing its expense and its impressive range of features and sophisticated technology. This start-up screen was the
only difference between the ‘Basic and ‘Advanced’ conditions. In all other respects, participants in the ‘Basic’ and ‘Advanced’
conditions had identical experiences and the computer behaved identically during the actual interaction. Pearson et al. were
concernedwithwhether such non-functionalmanipulations (i.e., manipulations that did not affect what the computer could
do or how it functioned) would alter participants’ beliefs about the system and its capability, and whether this would affect
the way in which they interacted with it with respect to lexical alignment.
Despite experiencing identical behavior from the computer in both conditions, participants subsequently rated the
‘Advanced’ version as significantly more competent than the ‘Basic’ version. So an apparently trivial difference in the way in
which a computer was presented significantly affected people’s beliefs about it. But more importantly, these differences in
beliefs had a significant effect on the way in which people interacted with it: Participants lexically aligned with both the
‘Basic’ and the ‘Advanced’ versions, but they aligned more strongly with the ‘Basic’ version. This finding is consistent with
Branigan et al.’s (2003, 2004) results in suggesting that alignment in HCI is mediated by beliefs about the interlocutor’s
capabilities, and that the strongest component of alignment in HCI appears to relate to considerations of communicative
enhancement. The results further show that such beliefs can be established by superficial non-functional properties of the
computer that do not relate to its actual performance. Furthermore, as in Branigan et al. (2003, 2004), once established, these
beliefs are not readilymodified: Despite experiencing identical – error-free – behavior from the computer in both conditions,
participants persisted in adapting their lexical choices more strongly to fit those of a computer that they had been led to
believe had more restricted abilities.
7. How does alignment in HCI compare with alignment in human interactions?
It is clear that there is now strong evidence that linguistic alignment occurs in interactions between humans and
computers, and that it takes place at many levels of structure. Indeed, we have seen that comparisons of alignment in HCI
with alignment in interactions between humans consistently suggest that alignment is actually stronger in HCI than in
interactions between humans.
The studies reviewed above suggest that the samemechanismsmay underlie alignment in HCI as in interactions between
humans, but that they may make different contributions. It is highly likely that there is an unmediated component that is
activated merely by exposure to a particular linguistic structure and that is dependent on automatic priming mechanisms.
But this component may less important in HCI than it is hypothesized to be in human interactions (Pickering and Garrod,
2004). The evidence we have reviewed suggests strongly that interactions with computers are heavily influenced by
considerations of communicative success and how to achieve it, and that these considerations are a potent determinant of
alignment effects in HCI. It is striking how strong such effects are: For example, they can override extremely strong linguistic
preferences, by causing people to use a name for an object that more than 85% of the time they would not otherwise use
(Branigan et al., 2004).
The beliefs about capability that appear to largely underlie alignment in HCI appear to be driven to a great extent by the
speaker’s initial model of the computer interlocutor and what it is likely to know. As Pearson et al. (2006a) showed, this
modelmay be based upon very superficial factors. In someways this is comparable to speakers establishing beliefs about the
community membership of human interlocutors based on their appearance. But the difference is that whereas in human
interactions such beliefs are rapidly updated on the basis of the interlocutor’s actual behavior, Branigan and colleagues’
research suggests that people adopt a very conservative model of their interlocutor in HCI (Branigan et al., 2003, 2004;
Pearson et al., 2006a). Even if they received consistent evidence of communicative success, and even evidence that a
particular expression had been understood correctly, participants in their experiments nevertheless aligned with the most
recent (and otherwise highly dispreferred) expression that their ‘computer’ interlocutor produced. Other evidence suggests
some rapid adaptation, for example in the acoustic-prosodic properties of utterances (e.g., Oviatt et al., 2004). But these
levels of alignment seem less likely to be subserved by a component concerned with enhancing communicative success.
One context of human interaction that is more closely analogous to HCI, and where we might therefore expect to see
similar patterns of effects, is interactions between native and non-native speakers. In these cases, a native speaker may have
similar considerations of how to ensure that communication is successful, given that her interlocutor may have different
abilities to her own. Wemight therefore expect more alignment by a native speaker to a non-native speaker than to a native
speaker, just aswe findmore alignmentwith a computer thanwith a human inHCI. Here the evidence seemsmixed. Bortfeld
and Brennan (1997) and Pearson et al. (2006b) found that native speakers aligned with non-native speakers (or in Pearson
et al.’s case, with an interlocutor that they believed was a non-native speaker) on highly dispreferred (or erroneous) words,
as speakers did with computer interlocutors in HCI (Branigan et al., 2004; Pearson et al., 2006a). But whereas Branigan et al.
(2003, 2004) found that speakers showed more lexical alignment with computers than with humans irrespective of
feedback, Bortfeld and Brennan (1997) found that native speakers did not align more overall with non-native speakers than
with native speakers, and Pearson et al. (2006b) found that speakers showed more lexical alignment with a ‘non-native’
interlocutor than with a ‘native’ interlocutor only when they received no feedback; when they received feedback that
communication was successful, they aligned to the same extent in both conditions.
Further research is needed to establish the precise commonalities and differences between HCI and native/non-native
speaker interactions. A potentially critical dimension along which they may differ concerns the nature of the initial model
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that speakers can establish in each case, and the way in which this is updated. When a native speaker encounters a non-
native speaker, shemay not know his level of linguistic competence, but she canmake certain assumptions about his overall
cognitive competence and his likely knowledge of the world. If interaction with him shows that these assumptions are in
some way wrong, she can easily update them on the basis of her knowledge about the social distribution of linguistic and
other knowledge (Fussell and Krauss, 1992). But she will have a good model of what the members of different communities
are likely to know. With respect to speech communities, she can probably make a fairly good estimate that if he knows
expression X, he is also likely to know expression Y, or that if he understands expression X, then he is likely to understand
expression Y. This is because natural language acquisition generally follows a predictable pattern (and people are aware of
that pattern). From a limited amount of evidence, then, speakers can form a relatively accurate model of their listener.
With computers, the position is completely different. Speakers are unlikely to have a good model of what computers are
likely to know, presumably in part because natural language systems tend to be tailored to particular and quite specific uses.
A particular system may have an extensive vocabulary related to an esoteric domain (e.g., financial instruments) but not
know the most frequently occurring nouns in that language. In this sense, it is not possible to predict what kinds of
expression a computer is or is not likely to know on the basis of limited experience in the way that it is possible to when
interacting with a non-native speaker. That is, whereas any person can make a good guess to which speech community a
person belongs, and what members of that community are likely to understand, it is not clear that people can make those
guesses for a computer with any degree of accuracy.
At the beginning of this paper we noted that alignmentmay be critical to successful communication, and posited that HCI
might be inherently doomed to communicative failure, if it turned out that alignment does not occur in HCI. The evidence
that we have discussed suggests that it is not doomed in that respect: Alignment is often actually stronger when people are
interacting with computers than with other people. But its strength depends upon speakers’ beliefs about how to achieve
successful communication with computers, which in turn depends on beliefs about their capability. We hypothesize that
people may not feel confident in their ability to make accurate judgements about the capability of a computer, and might
therefore tend to adopt a conservative initial model of the computer. Having adopted such a model, they might be reluctant
to update it dynamically, or they might require substantial evidence of the computer’s abilities before updating it. If our
hypothesis is correct, then patterns of alignment in HCI may differ fundamentally from those found in interactions between
humans, until increasing experience with technology or improvements in the technology mean that people are more
confident in their assessments of computers’ abilities. In other words, until we can adequately model a computer’s
knowledge in the way that we can model another person’s knowledge, we may never interact with them in the same way
that we interact with another person.
8. Conclusions
Research from many different perspectives over the last twenty years has converged in identifying the importance of
behavioral alignment in human interaction. Such alignment occurs at non-verbal levels, but is particularly marked with
respect to linguistic structure. Linguistic alignment in interactions between humans may play a critical role in achieving
successful communication, and may arise from automatic priming processes that are encapsulated within the linguistic
system, from social affective considerations, from considerations of communicative success, or from any combination of the
three. Their relative contributionsmay vary according to the precise communicative context. There is now growing evidence
that the same processes are operative in interactions between humans and computers, and indeed that they occur to a
greater extent. In HCI, alignment appears to have a stronger strategic component that aims to maximise communicative
success, reflecting speakers’ beliefs about the limited capabilities of computers and the ensuing risk of communicative
failure. Alignment by computers with human users can also induce positive affect in those users. Investigating linguistic
alignment in HCI and comparing it with alignment in interactions between humans may cast light on the nature of human
interaction in general, and may also provide critical behavioral evidence that can be leveraged to develop more effective
human–computer interfaces.
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